
Book Title

Shark Lady

Content Area

ELA

Grade Levels

1st-5th

Students will…

● Color and label a shark.
● Rank their favorite animals.
● Put aquatic animals in alphabetical order.
● Compare and contrast.
● Write about sharks.
● Research sharks.
● Complete opinion writing.
● Write facts from the story.
● Define story vocabulary.
● Write about Eugenie Clark.
● Write about figurative language.

Scan the QR code →
to open the soundscape!

Materials Needed:

scissors, glue, coloring materials 
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My Top 5

Name: _________________
Read Shark Lady with
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4

5
Rank the coolest top 5 aquatic creatures.



guppies

clown fish

snails

tiger sharks

nurse sharks

lemon sharks

volcano triplefin

seastar

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Directions: Cut out the words 
below. Glue them onto the other 
column in alphabetical order.

Name: ______________________

ABC Order
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Interesting Facts

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Researcher’s Name: ________________________________

Read Shark Lady with

What do sharks eat?

___________________________________
___________________________________

Body Parts:

________________________

________________________

________________________

Sharks



Sharks

Type of Shark: __________________________

Habitat:

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

Interesting Facts:

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Diet:

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Researcher’s Name: ________________________________

Read Shark Lady with

Predators:

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________



R
esearch a Shark

C
hoose a shark that E

ugenie studied. R
esearch that shark to learn m

ore!
lem

on shark          w
hale shark          nurse shark          tiger shark

N
am

e: ______________________

D
raw

 a picture of the shark.
Shark Fact:

Shark Fact:

Shark Fact:
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Shark Facts
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
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Cut around the template. Use as bulletin board or classroom decor!



Shark Facts
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
___________________ Read Shark Lady with

Cut around the template. Use as bulletin board or classroom decor!



Shark Facts
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
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Cut around the template. Use as bulletin board or classroom decor!



Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

Opinion Writing: Which would you rather be?

scientist veterinarian

I’d rather be a _____________________________

Reason 1: ____________________________________

____________________________________________

Reason 2: ___________________________________

____________________________________________

Reason 3: ___________________________________

____________________________________________



Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

Opinion Writing: Which would you rather study?

aquatic animals land animals

I’d rather study _____________________________

Reason 1: ____________________________________

____________________________________________

Reason 2: ___________________________________

____________________________________________

Reason 3: ___________________________________

____________________________________________



Write 3 facts you learned from the book Shark Lady.

Name: _________________
Read Shark Lady with

1
2

3

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
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gen
ie C

lark

Fact 1:
Fact 2:

Fact 3:
Fact 4:

N
am

e: __________________________
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I learned about

W
rite 4 facts you learned about E

ugenie C
lark.
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Name: ________________________

Define the Words
Match each definition to the correct term.

experiment zoology determined

Glue definition here. Glue definition here. Glue definition here.

reputation sanctuary bold

Glue definition here. Glue definition here. Glue definition here.

plunge dispel aquarium 

Glue definition here. Glue definition here. Glue definition here.

a tank for aquatic 
animals

a safe place
a test to discover 

something

to dive deep into 
something

the study of animals
to make something 

vanish

focused to complete or 
achieve a goal

a brave action or 
feeling of bravery

a common thought 
about something or 

someone
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N
am

e: ________________________

E
u

gen
ie C

lark
is

is
is

because
because

because

W
rite character traits that describe E

ugenie. 
Then, use text evidence to support your answ

ers.



Eugenie Clark
Illustrate Eugenie. Then, describe her feelings, motivation(s) and character traits.

Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

Feelings Motivation(s)

Traits



Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

What steps did Eugenie take to become the Shark Lady?
Cut the steps below and paste them onto the timeline in order.

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Write one interesting fact you learned about Eugenie.

read about sharks visit aquariums

swim with sharks study zoology



Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

Eugenie’s Timeline
Create a timeline that shows the most important events in Eugenie’s life.

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.



Fishing for Figurative Language

Read Shark Lady with

Name: ________________________

Interpret the following quotes from the book.

Quote: What does this quote mean?

“Her dream was as 
big as a whale 

shark.”

“Constellations of 
sea stars speckled 
the pebbled sand.”

Quote: What does this make you imagine?

Quote:

Quote:

“Eugenie fished 
through her mind 

and devised a 
brilliant experiment.”

“[Sharks] swam in her 
daydreams and on 
the margins of her 

pages.”

What does this quote mean?

How does this quote use a play on words?



Shark Lady
Discussion Questions

Before Reading:
• How do you think the character on the cover feels about being that close to a 

shark? How can you tell?
• What does it mean to be fearless?

○ Do you know anyone that seems fearless?
○ Why do you think the character on the cover is described as fearless?

• What would you do if you saw a shark?

While Reading:
• What is an aquarium? 

○ Raise your hand if you’ve been to one before.
• How do you think Eugenie feels when she swims down to the ocean floor for 

the first time?
• Why do you think Eugenie’s mom buys her an aquarium? Why is this a good 

gift for her?
• Look at the illustration of Eugenie training a shark. What do you think she 

was training it to do?

After Reading:
• Recall from the story:

○ Why did Eugenie put gum in her ears at the beach?
○ How did Eugenie discover that sharks weren’t mindless monsters?
○ Who dissuaded Eugenie from researching sharks?
○ Why do you think Eugenie got her nickname as Shark Lady?

• Read the dedication at the front of the book.
○ What does it mean to have big-as-a-whale-shark-dream?
○ Who would you dedicate a book to? Why?

• If you could ask Eugenie any question, what would it be? 
• Eugenie’s work helped people learn about sharks. What is something she 

helped people understand? 
• Which fact did you find the most interesting?
• Were there any facts that surprised you? Why was that surprising?
• Has your opinion of sharks changed or stayed the same?
• What was the author’s purpose in writing this book?

Read Shark Lady with

1-2



Shark Lady
Discussion Questions

Before Reading:
● What would you do if you saw a shark?
● What is an apex predator?
● What information do you already know about this topic?

While Reading:
● Who does the author dedicate this book to?

○ What do you think big-as-a-whale-shark-dream means?
● Some said sharks were mindless monsters. What do you think they 

meant by that?
● Adults discouraged young Eugenie from becoming a scientist. Why 

do you think she continued to pursue her dream?
● Look at the illustration of Eugenie training a shark. Make an 

assumption about the experiment based on clues from the picture.

After Reading:
● What myth did Eugenie dispel about sharks while diving in Isla 

Mujeres?
● What character trait best describes Eugenie? Use an example from 

the text.
● Would you feel safe going into the ocean with Eugenie? Why or why 

not?
● How and where could you find more information about Eugenie 

and/or sharks?
● What questions did the author answer in this text?
● What questions would you ask Eugenie? 
● What facts surprised or interested you?
● How has your opinion of sharks changed or stayed the same? 

Explain you reasoning. 
Read Shark Lady with

3-5



Shark Lady
Writing Prompts

● Write 3 facts you learned about sharks. 
● Write facts about your favorite animal.
● Describe a big-as-a-whale-shark-dream you 

have.
● Write about a time you visited an aquarium.

○ Who did you go with?
○ What did you see?
○ Which part was your favorite? 
○ Would you like to go again? Why or why 

not?
● Do you agree with Eugenie’s decision to study 

sharks? Why or why not? 
○ What would you have done the same or 

different?
● How would Eugenie’s life have been different if 

she listened to people and didn’t study sharks? 
● Retell parts of Eugenie’s life using the words 

first, next, then, and last.

1-2

Read Shark Lady with



Shark Lady
Writing Prompts

● Write a letter to Eugenie. Share your 
thoughts about the story or ask questions.

● Compare and contrast Eugenie Clark with 
another woman that persevered to follow 
her dreams.

● What inferences can you make about 
Eugenie based on her actions? Give text 
examples. 

● Write an adventure story featuring yourself 
and Eugenie Clark.

● If you could research any topic as a 
scientist, what would it be? Why?

● Explain how Eugenie helped dispel myths 
about sharks. What lesson(s) can we take 
away from her findings?

● Based on the biography and the timeline at 
the end of the book, sequence pivotal events 
in her life.

3-5
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No Print Novelties

Read Shark Lady with

Use these no print activities at school or home.

Home Challenge

Complete a directed drawing of a great 
white shark with your little learner!

Strike a Pose:
Directions:
Teacher reads the scenarios from Eugenie’s life. Students 
stop and show her fully body reaction.
● Eugenie first sees a shark in an aquarium.
● Eugenie is told that she should stop dreaming about 

becoming a zoologist & become a secretary instead.
● Eugenie meets her first shark in the ocean.
● Eugenie encounters a cave full of sleeping sharks.
● Eugenie train sharks.
● Eugenie sees a whale shark for the first time.

To make it more challenging, ask students to share scenarios 
from the story for classmates to react to!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbmCDPn_HuM

